
 

 

  `This is the invitation which I address to everyone: Let us accept the grace of Christ`s Resurrection! 

Let us be renewed by God`s mercy, let us be loved by Jesus. Let us enable the power of his love to 

transform our lives too, and let us become agents of his mercy, channels through which God can 

water the earth, protect all creation and make justice and peace flourish` (excerpt from Pope Francis 

2013 Easter message, St Peter`s Basilica) 

With reference to the stimulus, evaluate Christianity as a living religious tradition in the lives of 

adherents and the Christian community. Refer to at least two of the following: 

- Significant person or school of thought 

- Ethical teachings 

- Significant practices 

  The Christian church remains exceedingly relevant in the lives of adherents despite increased 

pressures on religious traditions from increasing secularism. Three contributors to the long lasting 

relevance of Christianity are Paul of Tarsus, environmental ethics and Saturday\Sunday worship. Paul 

was a visionary and opened up the Christian church to `everyone` (stimulus) transcending previous 

Semitic boundaries which excluded gentiles. Environmental ethics are a recent response by the 

church to the contemporary issue of climate change thus, ensuring `all creation` (stimulus) is 

preserved. Saturday\Sunday worship allows adherents to find meaning at what many see as the 

climax of embodying and reaffirming their beliefs as Christians for example, by reciting the Creed `I 

believe in God the father almighty…` (apostles creed) Thereby it can be seen that Christianity is 

remaining steadfastly relevant in the lives of adherents. 

  A vitally important factor of Christianity`s long lasting expression an evolution is the tremendous 

work of Paul of Tarsus which took Christianity from a branch of Judaism to one of the most 

significant religious traditions. Paul mainly achieved this through the formation of a new theology 

which focused on the divinity and humanity of Christ highlighted by the resurrection. The 

resurrection is a belief that underpins Christianity giving adherents purpose on their journey to 

answer enduring questions of life, `accept the grace of Christ`s resurrection! ` (stimulus) Moreover, 

Paul`s actions in removing barriers to Gentile entry into the Church was another part of his 

ambitious legacy. Paul executed this by evangelising the word of the lord throughout the Greco 

Roman world forming a direct link to `become agents of his mercy`. (stimulus) An example of 

evangelisation can be found in 1 Corinthians, `woe to me if I do not proclaim the gospels. ` (1 

Corinthians 9:16) Pauls everlasting impact was noted at the council of Vatican II in 1965. Where it 

was declared Paul’s work had an `enduring impact. ` Therefore adherents are guided toward 

everlasting life if they echo Jesus words and actions, which maintains Christianity`s relevance in the 

church life of adherents. 

  Similarly, environmental ethics are a dynamic response to the increasingly apparent issue of climate 

change. The stimulus, `under earth, protect all creation` (stimulus), underpins the belief of God as a 

creator of earth. For this reason, Christianity has a new-found relevance in society as adherents try 

to apply religious teachings to their lives. Statements and action groups have formed the basis for 

their Christian Churches response to climate change for example, Orthodox leader Patriarch 

Bartholomew declared, `Crime against nature is a sin. ` This quote echoes the teaching that 

adherents are called to be stewards of the environment and to defend its interest. Genesis 

reinforces this teaching, `the Lord placed a man in the Garden of Eden to cultivate it and protect it. ` 

(Genesis 2:15) Accordingly, awareness raised by the church is compounded by the Australian 

Religious Response for Climate Change, (ARRCC) which lobbies Australian Christians to act morally 

and sustainably with regard for the environment. For example, avoiding driving to work, walking 



 

 

more and not investing in firms that degrade the environment, i.e. mining companies. By involving 

and encouraging adherents to become environmentally aware of their actions Christianity is 

remaining applicable to adherents on their search for meaning. 

  Moreover, Saturday\Sunday worship is another vital link to ensuring the stability of Christianity in 

the lives of adherents. `Become agents of his mercy` (stimulus) is central to the purpose of worship 

and the reaffirmation of key beliefs. For example the Creed reminds adherents of their covenant 

with God, `I believe in God the father almighty the maker of heaven and earth.` (apostles creed) 

Furthermore, the liturgy of communion is significant as it makes clear the covenantal connection 

between fidelity, observance and God also the belief that adherents are made in the image of God, 

`God made man in the image of himself` (Genesis 1:27.)  It can be deduced that Saturday\Sunday 

worship, `is the source and summit of Christian life. ` (Robert Barron), as it reaffirms beliefs of 

adherents thus, making it genuinely relevant to Christians. 

   it can be concluded that Christianity is and has remained relevant to and applicable to adherents. 

This is indicated by the number of environmental initiatives, teachings and beliefs that are reflected 

by the practice of Saturday\Sunday worship, environmental ethics, and the impact of Paul. Thus, 

permeating the lives of adherents as they attempt to interpret what it means to be human. 

 

 

 

 


